
May 17, 2022   ELECTRONIC DELIVERY 
  

 

Director 

Academy of Aviation  School #M072304 

7150 Republic Airport, Ste. 101  Probation Order 

Farmingdale, New York 11735 

 

Dear  

 

At the February 2022 meeting, the Accrediting Commission of Career Schools and Colleges (“ACCSC” or 

“the Commission”) considered the Commission’s previous decision to defer final action on the Application 

for Renewal of Accreditation submitted by Academy of Aviation (“AOA”) located in Farmingdale, New 

York. Upon review of the September 29, 2021 Commission letter and the school’s response, the 

Commission voted to place AOA on Probation until the August 2022 meeting in order to provide the 

school with an additional opportunity to demonstrate its compliance with accrediting standards.1 The 

reasons for the Commission’s decision and the Commission’s requirements for AOA to demonstrate 

compliance are set forth below. 

 

History of the Commission’s Review: 

  At the November 2020 meeting, the Commission reviewed the June 3, 2020 On-site Evaluation Report 

(“OER”) and voted to defer final action on AOA’s Application for Renewal of Accreditation until the 

May 2021 meeting in order to provide the school with an additional opportunity to demonstrate 

compliance with accrediting standards in the areas of primary educational objective, admission 

practices, current operational status, employment verification, and flight instructors and 

 At the May 2021 meeting, the Commission reviewed the December 29, 2020 Commission letter and 

voted to defer final action on AOA’s Application for Renewal of Accreditation until the February 2022 

meeting in order to provide the school with an additional opportunity to demonstrate compliance with 

accrediting standards in the areas of primary educational objective, employment verification, and flight 

instructors. 

 

February 2022 Review 

1. AOA has failed to demonstrate that the school’s primary educational objective is currently to prepare 

students for entrance or advancement in an occupation and that the school’s educational objectives are 

career oriented (Section I (C)(1), Rules of Process and Procedure, Standards of Accreditation). AOA 

must also demonstrate that the school’s secondary educational objectives (e.g., avocational courses, 

continuing education courses, etc.) do not have greater priority within the school’s mission and 

operations than its career-oriented educational objective (Section I (C)(2), Rules of Process and 

Procedure, Standards of Accreditation).  

 

Historical Background: 

At its November 2020 meeting the Commission reviewed the OER and noted that at the time of the on-

site evaluation the number of students enrolled in programs outside of the scope of ACCSC 

                                                           
1 The accreditation process provides an opportunity for an institution to demonstrate its commitment to continuous improvement. 

Accordingly, the Commission’s final decision letter on this matter will include an ACCSC Institutional Enhancement Enclosure 

which lists suggestions deserving the school’s immediate attention and action. 
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accreditation far outnumbered the number of students in ACCSC approved programs at a rate of 200 to 

three (3). Specifically, the OER Observations state,  

The on-site evaluation team noted that the two accredited programs appear to be a very small 

fraction of school’s overall operations, as indicated in the student body of only 3 enrolled in 

the Multi-Engine Instructor (ACOMMI) program, a drop from the approximately 45 students 

during the last on-site evaluation. School personnel indicated approximately 200 students are 

enrolled in the programs outside of the scope of accreditation. Academy of Aviation has yet to 

receive approval to participate in the federal student loan programs, school personnel stated 

once approval is obtained the number of students in the accredited programs is expected to 

increase. 

The Commission also noted that in the 2020 Annual Report, AOA reported zero (0) in the field that 

requests data for the “Total student enrollment in any avocational / continuing education courses: July 

1, 2019 - June 30, 2020.”  

 

Accordingly, it was unclear to the Commission how many students were enrolled in non-recognized 

avocational courses and how many students were enrolled in ACCSC-approved programs. Therefore, 

in a December 29, 2020 Deferral Letter the Commission directed AOA to submit a description of each 

program offered at the school, the objectives and length of each program, and whether the program 

falls within ACCSC’s scope of accreditation; the number of students enrolled in each vocational 

program and avocational course; and an explanation as to how the short courses do not have a greater 

priority within the school’s mission and operations than its career-oriented educational objective. 

 

At its May 2021 meeting the Commission reviewed the school’s response to the December 29, 2020 

Deferral Letter. AOA provided descriptions for each vocational program and avocational course along 

with the following enrollment numbers: 

Enrollments as of February 15, 2021: 

Vocational Programs (Accredited by ACCSC) Vocational Programs (Accredited by ACCSC) 

Accredited Commercial Single-Engine Instructor Program (ACOMSI): 1 

Accredited Commercial Multi-Engine Instructor Program (ACOMMI): 4* 

 *Two of these students have graduated since February 15th 

Non-vocational Programs (Not under ACCSC Accreditation) 

Private Pilot: 123 

Instrument Rating: 66 

Single Engine Commercial Certificate: 12 

Multi-Engine Rating: 0 

Certified Flight Instructor: 3 

Certified Flight Instructor – Instrument: 0 

Certified Multi-Engine Instructor: 0 

 

The Commission noted the avocational students far exceed the students in the vocational programs and 

reminded AOA that the Annual Report requires the school to submit the total student enrollment in any 

avocational / continuing education courses over that annual report period.  

 

Also, in its response to the December 29, 2020 Commission letter, AOA provided the following 

explanation for why the school considers the seven certificate courses as non-vocational: 

It would be possible for students to take all of these courses and to work toward a career. 

However, since students can enroll in one course or multiple courses, they may or may not 
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obtain all of the ratings needed for employment by an airline. Further, many non-vocational 

students take the courses for recreation only. Most of these students already have full-time 

careers, and only attend AOA on weekends. 

Further, a key factor as to why these are considered non-vocational is that they do not include 

the flight hours needed to become eligible for employment. Students can earn FAA 

certifications but they would have to purchase and complete the flight hours separately in order 

to be eligible for employment. It would take many months after the course completion to earn 

these flight hours. Therefore, even if the student was looking to apply a combination of these 

courses to a career, the timeline would not meet accreditation standards. 

The ACOMSI and ACOMMI programs include all of the ratings and certifications needed, as 

well as the flight hours, to be eligible for employment within the timeline after program 

completion necessary to maintain accreditation. As detailed above, all other combinations of 

courses do not equal a program that would be within the scope of ACCSC accreditation. 

 

Additionally, AOA referenced the school’s mission that states: 

The mission of the Academy of Aviation is as follows: 

The Academy of Aviation was founded on the simple principle that flying should be safe, 

fun and rewarding. Simultaneously, we are keenly aware of the industry beyond our walls. 

We strive to make available an environment for individual success, thereby helping to 

ensure the long-term success of the aviation industry. 

However, it remained unclear to the Commission whether the school’s mission and primary educational 

objective is to prepare students for entrance or advancement in an occupation requiring technical or 

career-oriented competencies and skills. Given that the school’s stated mission makes no mention of 

career-oriented vocational educational objectives and the current state of enrollment, the school’s 

operations appeared to have shifted away from technical and career-oriented competencies for the 

purposes of employment to providing skills more for recreational or non-vocational purposes. Thus, 

the Commission questioned the school’s continued eligibility for ACCSC accreditation. 

 

In explanation for how the short courses do not have a greater priority within the school’s mission and 

operations than its career-oriented educational objective, AOA stated that: 

While there are more students enrolled in the non-vocational (non-accredited) programs, AOA 

operations are focused on successful outcomes for students enrolled in the vocational 

programs. In short, students in the ACOMSI and ACOMMI programs are provided the highest 

priority of scheduling and operations oversight, so that they can meet their career goals. 

The scheduling department has a priority designation within the MyFBO scheduling system for 

all students enrolled in the ACOMSI and ACOMMI programs. The priority status means that 

as the bi-weekly schedule is built, the ACOMSI and ACOMMI students are first to be scheduled 

into available training slots, 2 weeks to a month in advance of non-vocational students. The 

accredited program students are also the highest priority when it comes to rescheduling due to 

cancellations due to weather or maintenance. Students in non-vocational programs are 

scheduled in the remaining openings on a week-by-week basis. 

ACOMSI and ACOMMI students also receive up to 10 hours of simulator use per month at no 

charge. Simulator hours typically cost $99 per hour. Providing additional simulator hours at 

no charge helps vocational program students reinforce skills and gain practice to support them 

in achieving their career goals. 
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In a September 29, 2021 Deferral Letter, the Commission articulated its concern that AOA’s response 

was insufficient to demonstrate that the school’s primary objective is to prepare students for entrance 

or advancement in one or more occupations requiring technical or career oriented competencies and 

skills and insufficient to demonstrate that the avocational short courses do not have a greater priority 

within the school’s mission and operations than its career-oriented educational objective. The 

Commission noted that it appeared that 97% of the school’s students were enrolled in avocational short 

courses. As part of the September 29, 2021 Deferral Letter, the Commission directed the school to 

provide: 

 The number of students enrolled in each vocational (ACCSC-approved) program and the number of 

total students enrolled (at the Farmingdale location) in each of the courses that fall outside of ACCSC’s 

scope as of December 1, 2021;  

 An updated explanation as to how the short courses offered by AOA do not, in fact, have a greater 

priority within the school’s mission and operations than its career-oriented educational objective; 

 A description of any adjustments or changes the school has made to the manner/program(s) in 

which students are enrolled; 

 A description of the school’s short-term and long-range recruitment strategies to increase 

vocational program enrollment; 

 The school’s marketing plan and/or advertising plan to increase vocational program enrollment; 

 An update on the school’s funding options for domestic students; and 

 An update on the school’s I-20 student visa status and whether any international enrollments have 

occurred since the school’s last submission. 

 

February 2022 Review 

At its February 2022 meeting the Commission reviewed the school’s response to the September 29, 

2021 Deferral Letter. With regard to the number of students enrolled in each vocational program along 

with the total students enrolled in each of the courses that fall outside ACCSC’s scope as of December 

1, 2021, the school stated that:  

The total number of students enrolled at the Farmingdale location is 156.  

 

The number of students enrolled in a program who intend to be commercial pilots; 114. 

 

The number of students enrolled in each Accredited program; 1 in ACOMSI.  

 

Of those 114 students enrolled with vocational aspirations but not enrolled in the Accredited 

programs, 81 are either paying as they go or enrolled in the smaller individual programs. Due 

to their financial limitations their training will easily take twice as long as a full time student 

and would not be able to maintain satisfactory academic progress. Sadly, after all is said and 

done their training will cost them more in the short term because they will need more total 

hours to compensate for their part time flight schedule as well as long term in lifetime earnings 

as the airlines have a mandatory retirement age. Starting later affords you less time to climb 

the ladder before retirement. 

Although the school acknowledged the “financial limitations” of the 81 students with vocational 

aspirations, when directed to provide an update on the funding options for domestic students, AOA did 

not provide potential solutions for how these students might migrate to the vocational programs. Rather, 
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the response includes a plan to lengthen the program to 900 hours to qualify for additional funding 

without recognizing that a longer program would also likely increase the overall program cost, stating 

that: 

As you would expect, a driving factor in our decision to seek Accreditation was to remove the 

financial barrier to entry for students that will require funding through the Title IV program. 

In our research we have found that the programs we currently offer provide little benefit to 

students through Title IV. For the students to gain the funding typically needed our programs 

would need to be 900 hours in length, which is manageable with the addition of traditional 

classroom courses being added to the curriculum. 

 

Regarding the other items requested by the Commission in the September 29, 2021 Deferral Letter, 

AOA indicated that the school: 

 Is “currently developing new landing pages that will be laser focussed [sic] on promoting the 

Accredited programs”; 

 “Expanded our geographic boundary to try to attract non-commuter students with the understanding 

that we will need to invest heavily in a dormitory to accommodate students too far away to commute 

to school”; 

 Hired a new person, who served at another non-ACCSC accredited school, to oversee admissions 

and “retool our admissions team”; 

 Attended the Oshkosh airshow, “the superbowl for aviation” to gain exposure to a national 

audience; and 

 Indicated that “[l]onger term plans include degree granting” but acknowledged that the school is 

“early on in that process.” 

 

The Commission reviewed these initiatives and will seeing their general usefulness, found that they do 

not clearly demonstrate an assessment or evaluation of current issues or pointedly the school ongoing 

eligibility for accreditation. Instead, these “goals” appear to be more akin to broad ambitions that may 

or may not result in an increase of vocational program enrollment. Furthermore, AOA conceded that 

participation in the Oshkosh airshow resulted in “no direct enrollments.” 

 

Other plans included in the response to the September 29, 2021 Deferral Letter were suggestions 

regarding how ACCSC’s process can be modified to fit the school rather than plans for compliance 

with ACCSC standards. Specifically, the response states that: 

Our longer range plan is to apply for additional waivers, amendments, or even developing 

sections to the standards of accreditation that will allow the commission to maintain their high 

standards and oversight while serving the students seeking a career in aviation. The unique 

challenges of distance learning certainly required ACCSC to develop strategies, best practices, 

and standards to ensure that students were being well served through the new medium. 

Understanding that as a precedent, we see an opportunity to finally identify flight training as 

an avenue of vocational training with such particular requirements that a particular set of 

standards should be developed and applied as to be inclusive of this career choice for students. 

The Commission found that while the above statement appears to proclaim a commitment to 

accreditation and a desire to remain accredited, the school’s aspiration to remain accredited would 

appear to also require ACCSC to adjusts its standards to meet the needs of the school rather than the 

school demonstrating an ability to meet minimally the current  Standards of Accreditation eligibility 
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criteria. Moreover, the school’s plans do not clearly articulate the necessary steps to increase the 

vocational program enrollment and do not contain timelines for when an increase in vocational program 

enrollment is likely to occur. Further, AOA acknowledged that the implementation of some of the 

strategies such as greater national exposure did not result in any direct enrollments. Overall, the 

Commission found that AOA’s response is again insufficient to demonstrate that the school’s primary 

objective [emphasis added] is to prepare students for entrance or advancement in one or more 

occupations requiring technical or career-oriented competencies and skills or that the short courses do 

not have a greater priority within the school’s mission and operations than its career-oriented 

educational objective.  

 

Additionally, as of now, it appears to the Commission that the percentage of the school’s students  

enrolled in avocational short courses has increased and the number of students enrolled in vocational 

programs has decreased. But, the manner in which students are enrolled – particularly in flight schools 

– represent important distinctions regarding the nature of the school’s training. The school’s mission 

plays a direct role in this nature and should be designed primarily for technical and career-oriented 

competencies for the purposes of employment rather than recreational purposes. It is of utmost 

importance that the Commission and the school have a common understanding in this regard. As such, 

the Commission strongly urges AOA to contact and to work with Commission staff to help: a) ensure 

that the Commission has a complete and accurate understanding of the school’s operations; b) ensure 

that the school fully understands ACCSC’s eligibility criteria; and c) establish operations that best 

represent the school and the scope of its operations.  

 

The Commission also noted that in the 2021 Annual Report the school again reported zero in the field 

asking for the “Total student enrollment in any avocational / continuing education courses July 1, 2020 

– June 30, 2021.” The Commission again reminds AOA that the school needs to report on the number 

of students in avocational / continuing education courses as part of the submission of the Annual Report. 

 

Based on the foregoing, the Commission directs AOA to provide the following: 

a. The school’s mission statement along with an explanation as to how this demonstrates and supports 

the school’s contention that it is a career-oriented flight school along with evidence to support this 

contention; 

b. The number of students enrolled in each vocational (ACCSC-approved) program and the number of 

total students enrolled (at the Farmingdale location) in each of the courses that fall outside of ACCSC’s 

scope as of July 1, 2022;  

c. A description of the school’s hours and schedule for vocational students to include a current class 

schedule along with enrollment in each class; 

d. An updated explanation as to how the short courses offered by AOA do not, in fact, have a greater 

priority within the school’s mission and operations than its career-oriented educational objective; 

e. A description of any adjustments or changes the school has made to the manner/program(s) in 

which students are enrolled; 

f. A description of any adjustments or changes the school has made to the admissions procedures; 

g. An update on the school’s short-term and long-range recruitment strategies to increase vocational 

program enrollment; 

h. An update on the school’s plan to increase vocational program enrollment along with the goal of 

enrollments for vocational students in 2022 and 2023; 
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i. An update on the school’s funding options for domestic students; 

j. An update on the school’s I-20 student visa status and whether any international enrollments have 

occurred since the school’s last submission; and 

k. Any additional information that the school believes will be useful to the Commission in making a 

determination regarding the school’s compliance with accrediting standards regarding the school’s 

educational objectives.  

 

Please note, if AOA cannot show that the school is in fact eligible for ACCSC accreditation given the 

factors outlined above, the Commission will likely be forced to take an action to withdraw the school’s 

accreditation. 

 

2. AOA must demonstrate that the school supports its reported rates of student graduation and/or graduate 

employment through student transcripts, the school’s verifiable records of initial employment of its 

graduates, or other verifiable documentation (Section VII (B)(1)(b), Substantive Standards, Standards 

of Accreditation).  

 

Historical Background: 

During the on-site evaluation the school could not provide documentation to support the 2018 or 2019 

Annual Reports, therefore, the school was unable to demonstrate the accuracy of reported student 

achievement data.  

 

In response to the OER, AOA stated that in the past, the school had not implemented an employment 

verification process because the school hired the majority of its graduates as instructors. The response 

indicates that “at the start of 2020, AOA formalized its employment verification process,” and “AOA 

began conducting third-party employment verification to validate that the employment data and 

documentation obtained was accurate.” AOA’s Employment Verification policy indicates that AOA 

will accept as documentation of employment, a “Pilot Records Improvement Act (PRIA), Records of 

Employment of Pilot Applicant Form completed and submitted by the graduate’s employer.” The 

school stated that “[t]he PRIA form is completed by and submitted to AOA by the employer of the 

graduate. The form includes a signature from a representative of the employer, thus meeting all of the 

requirements for written employment documentation.”  

 

AOA’s response to the OER included a sample PRIA form. At its November 2020 meeting, the 

Commission noted that the form appeared to be a records request and authorization form consenting to 

the release of records - not a verification of a job/employment of the graduate. The response to the OER 

also included a form titled, “AIRMAN NOTICE AND RIGHT TO RECEIVE COPY - AIR CARRIER 

AND OTHER RECORDS (PRIA)” which is a notice to the graduate that Swift Air LLC has requested 

records and that the graduate has a right to a copy of those records. Lastly, the response included a copy 

of a records release form regarding a drug test requesting that AOA release those records to Swift Air 

LLC as the company where the graduate has “applied for employment.” The Commission found that 

none of the forms provide documentation that the graduate had been hired and employed in the field. 

 

With regard to documentation showing implementation of the method of documentation suggested in 

the OER, the school stated: 

No graduates started initial employment during the time period specified. The commercial 

airlines were furloughing pilots due to COVID-19, so no new hiring was taking place. 
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Additionally, as the Academy of Aviation (AOA) had to suspend education and training 

activities, we were not graduating or hiring flight instructors. 

 

As there were no graduates who obtained employment for the time period requested, the response did 

not show documentation of the implementation of AOA’s policies, and therefore in the December 29, 

2020 Deferral Letter the Commission directed AOA to submit: 

 The school’s policies and procedure for initial employment verification along with the current 

verification form;  

 Information and verification forms for each graduate who gained employment for the period of 

June 1, 2020 through February 15, 2021; and  

 Graduation and Employment Charts for all programs using a January 2021 Report Date along with 

information for each graduate classified as Employed in Field. 

 

At its May 2021 meeting, the Commission reviewed AOA’s response to the December 29, 2020 

Commission letter wherein the school described its updated the policies and procedures for employment 

verification including a requirement of employment “for a minimum of 30 days to be considered a 

placement.” In addition, AOA indicated that the school will on an annual basis submit the “graduate 

employment records for a third-part [sic] employment audit” and that “[t]he report from the third-party 

verification service is stored with the Graduation and Employment Charts and back-up 

documentation.”2  

 

As part of the response to the December 29, 2020 Deferral Letter, AOA noted there were no graduates 

employed during the June 1, 2020 to February 15, 2021 period. Additionally, AOA submitted Graduation 

and Employment Charts using a January 2021 Report Date.  

 

The Commission found that AOA reported no student achievement rates for the Accredited Commercial 

Single-Engine Instructor (ACOMSI) (Certificate) program and an employment rate for the Accredited 

Commercial Multi-Engine Instructor (ACOMMI) (Certificate) program of 0%, based on a cohort of three 

students, that falls below ACCSC’s student achievement benchmark rates. The school noted that: 

The attached Graduation and Employment Charts do not account for the extension of the term 

related to the COVID closure. With the term extension added, the enrollments reported are 

within the post graduation, pre-employment window and have actively commenced placement 

activities. All three graduates qualify for employment with the Academy of Aviation as flight 

instructors and are scheduled for interviews. 

 

As such, in the September 29, 2021 Deferral Letter, the Commission directed AOA to submit the 

following: 

 The school’s policies and procedure for initial employment verification; 

 For each graduate who gained employment for the period February 16, 2021 thru November 30, 

2021 provide the following information; 

 The school’s completed verification form for each graduate employed listed above; 

                                                           
2 The Commission reminds AOA that the school is only required to engage an independent third-party for verification of graduate 

employment records as part of the process for Renewal of Accreditation and that a school may choose to have all graduate 

employment records verified on an on-going basis but is not required (emphasis added) to have all graduate employment records 

verified on an on-going basis. 
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As such, the September 29, 2021 Deferral Letter directed AOA to submit the following: 

 The school’s appropriately rigorous hiring criteria and documentation to demonstrate that any of 

the three graduates hired by the institute meet these criteria; 

 The school policies and procedures for the supervision of faculty and documentation to demonstrate 

supervision for any of the three graduates hired by the institute;  

 The school’s comprehensive faculty development and improvement activities along with 

documentation to demonstrate that any of the three graduates hired by the institute participate in 

these development and improvement activities; and 

 The school’s formative and summative performance evaluation process for faculty along with 

documentation to demonstrate that any of the three graduates hired by the institute are evaluated. 

 

February 2022 Review: 

In response to the September 29, 2021 Deferral Letter, AOA provided the school’s hiring criteria, 

policies and procedures for the supervision of faculty, the comprehensive faculty development and 

improvement activities, and the formative and summative performance evaluation process for faculty 

along with documentation for one graduate hired by the institution. The Commission noted that 

although AOA indicated in response to the December 29, 2020 Deferral Letter that the school would 

hire three graduates, the documentation included with the submission was only for one graduate. In 

addition, the Commission noted the school’s hiring criteria for flight instructors as listed in response to 

the September 29, 2021 Deferral Letter is as follows: 

All flight instructors must have an HS Diploma, or the equivalent, at minimum. Pilots must 

have 250 hours total flight time to qualify for a Commercial License. On average, flight 

instructors have around 300 hours of flight time when they start instructing. 

AOA will hire an instructor with a Certified Flight Instructor Rating (Certification) and limit 

that instructor to the "Private Pilot" course within either the ACOMSI or ACOMMI programs. 

When the instructor achieves his/her Instrument Instructor Rating (Certification), AOA allows 

that instructor to teach the "Private Pilot" course, "Instrument Rating " course, and 

"Commercial Single Engine" course students within either ACOMSI or ACOMMI programs. 

At that point, the Academy of Aviation also tests them to be a Check Airman to fly stage checks 

for Private Pilot course students. 

When the instructor earns his/her Multi-Engine Instructor Rating (Certification), they can 

teach all courses in either of the programs. However, only Flight Instructors with more than 2 

years of experience, or gold seal flight instructors, can be the primary signatory for a student 

in the Flight Instructor course within either of the programs. Please note that not all instructors 

need this designation. 

 

The Commission noted that the ability for a school to hire graduates without the required minimum of 

three years of related practical work experience in the subject area taught (Section III (B)(5), Substantive 

Standards, Standards of Accreditation) is available only to flight schools and intended to allow a flight 

school to hire the school’s graduates who do not have the minimum three years of experience 

requirements while they are working to obtain the necessary flight hours for other employment. 

However, AOA’s hiring criteria does not include an instructor certificate. In addition, the minimum 

number of hours, 250, and the average number of hours when they start instructing, 300, are not 

equivalent to completing the school’s own programs as 390 and 470, respectively.  
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With regard to the school’s comprehensive faculty development and improvement activities, AOA 

stated that: 

The Chief Instructor/Dean of Academics holds monthly meetings with all of the faculty. During 

these meetings, the Chief Instructor/Dean of Academics chooses a subject area of the ACOMSI 

or ACOMMI programs to review in-depth with faculty members to improve their overall 

understanding and knowledge. This portion of the faculty meetings serves as an In-Service to 

improve instructor knowledge. 

Beyond the monthly faculty meetings, instructors have access to the FAA Wings courses for 

professional development training. These courses are published by the FAA for pilots and flight 

instructors to stay proficient and safe in the operations of the national airspace system and an 

aircraft. Specific courses are assigned by the Chief Instructor/Dean of Academics to focus on 

specific areas that relate to the curriculum and the school’s operations. Instructors may also 

take additional courses of interest. Instructors must complete a minimum of four (4) FAA Wings 

credits per year. 

 

As part of the response, AOA included a copy of the Wings Course Certificates and TSA Airport 

Security Awareness for Jalen Blue, a graduate hired as a Certified Flight Instructor. In reviewing the 

information, the Commission noted the Flight Instructor Evaluation Report, dated June 8, 2021; 

Understanding Airman Certification Standards (ACS) certificate, dated June 3, 2021; and Air Safety 

Institute Course Instructor, dated June 7, 2021, all occur prior to the graduation date of June 12, 2021 

and, therefore, would not be a demonstration of faculty development and improvement activities. 

Additionally, AOA did not include documentation for any of the monthly faculty meetings held by the 

Chief Instructor/Dean of Academics.  

 

Based on the foregoing, the Commission directs AOA to submit the following: 

a. The school’s appropriately rigorous hiring criteria and documentation to demonstrate that any of 

the three graduates hired by the institute meet these criteria; 

b. An update on the other two graduates who were to be hired by the school as stated in the response 

to the December 29, 2020 Commission letter; 

c. The school’s comprehensive faculty development and improvement activities along with 

documentation to demonstrate that any of graduates hired by the institute participate in these 

development and improvement activities as faculty members; 

d. A list of any instructors hired since the response to the September 29, 2021 Deferral Letter along 

with documentation of their qualifications, faculty development and improvement activities, and 

formative and summative performance evaluation process; and 

e. Any additional information that the school believes will be useful to the Commission in making a 

determination regarding the school’s compliance with accrediting standards. 

 

4. AOA must demonstrate that all advertising, promotional materials, statements, and claims are truthful 

and accurate and avoid leaving any false, misleading, misrepresenting, or exaggerated impressions with 

respect to the school, its location, its name, its personnel, its training, its services, or its accredited status 

(Section IV (B)(1), Substantive Standards, Standards of Accreditation). In response to the September 

29, 2021 Deferral Letter, AOA indicated plans to improve the school’s website as a strategy to increase 

vocational enrollment. In reviewing the school’s www.academyofaviation.com website, the 

Commission noted the following: 
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 While the website includes the ACCSC logo, the website does not appear to reference vocational 

coursework and directs students to www.aoa.edu “for detailed information about our ACCSC 

Accredited Program”; 

 The website includes a “Finance Your Flight Training” for “Career Program Students” which links 

to loan and scholarship opportunities but does not include an eligibility phrase (Section IV (B)(7). 

Substantive Standards, Standards of Accreditation); 

 The website states that “Academy of Aviation is a Liberty University Flight Training Affiliates” 

and that “Information on the Bachelor of Science in Aviation is available at Liberty.edu,” however, 

this may lead to an exaggerated impression with respect to the school and it’s training as AOA is 

not approved by ACCSC to offer baccalaureate degree programs; 

 The website lists school locations in Farmingdale, New York; White Plains, New York; Charlotte, 

North Carolina; and Atlanta, Georgia but does not clearly indicate that ACCSC only accredits the 

Farmingdale, New York location; 

 The website references an “Accelerated Career Pilot Program” with pictures titled “Career Success 

Stories” and “AOA Alumni Instructors” which appear to include pilots with airlines that would 

indicate a vocational program, however, the Accelerated Career Pilot Program is not approved with 

ACCSC;  

 The website states, “Introducing our ‘Zero to Hero’ Career Program” that appears to include up to 

374 hours, which is similar to the ACCSC approved programs but is not approved by ACCSC; 

 The website states “Academy of Aviation is offering some amazing incentives exclusively to 

currently enrolled Vaughn College students” to include “Full Financing for career students” which 

implies that the Vaughn College students are vocational students; 

 The website states “Academy of Aviation is the only Flight School in the nation to have realized 

ALL of the following under one roof: ACCSC Accredited Flight School; Our Multiple Campuses 

are all Part 141 Approved” which may lead prospective students to believe that ACCSC accredits 

all campuses; and 

 The website includes a “How to Become an Airlines Pilot” section that states “Go from Zero 

Experience to Career Pilot in about the same amount of time as a college degree” which may lead 

students to believe the Career Pilot program is approved by ACCSC. Additionally, this section of 

the website states “Read more about the Accrediting Commission of Career School and Colleges 

(ACCSC) and their framework of accountability by which to evaluate institutions” which links to 

inaccurate information from Educationcorner.com.  

 

In addition, in reviewing the school’s www.aoa.edu website, the Commission noted the following: 

 The website states “[t]here is a growing demand for professional airline pilot training” but does not 

source this reference; 

 The programs are listed as “Single Engine Instructor (ACOMSI)” and “Multi-Engine Instructor 

(ACOMMI)” which do not match the ACCSC approved program titles; 

 The website references the non-accredited courses Commercial Pilot Certificate (CPL) offered at 

all locations and states “[i]ndividuals with a CPL may seek employment as a pilot” which appears 

to indicate a program that is vocational in nature but not approved by ACCSC; and 
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 The “Student Outcomes Reported to the Accrediting Commission of Career School and College 

(ACCSC)” references enrollments from 2016 and 2017 which are not the most recently reported 

rates. 

 

Based on the foregoing, the Commission directs AOA to submit the following: 

a. A narrative explanation for why the Accelerated Career Pilot Program, Zero to Hero Career 

Program, Career Pilot, and Commercial Pilot Certificate (CPL) are not vocational in nature; and  

b. A description regarding the action taken (i.e. language removed, language revised, etc.) by the 

school to address each of the claims listed above; 

c. Policies and procedures pertaining to advertising, to include the development of social media 

content; 

d. Documentation demonstrating that the school removed and/or replaced the aforementioned claims 

and phrases from all advertising and promotional materials to include the URL of the school’s 

website; 

e. Justification as to why each of the above listed claims and phrases could not in any way be 

considered misleading or exaggerated impressions of the school’s education; 

f. Evidence, including external sources, to support and show that the phrases and claims stated above 

are in fact truthful and accurate; 

g. If the school determines that more accurate statements or claims can be used to convey the intended 

messages, the Commission directs the school to provide the following:  

i. Evidence that the school removed the aforementioned claims and phrases from all advertising 

and promotional materials; 

ii. Evidence that all advertising making references to scholarships or financial aid include an 

eligibility phrase; and 

iii. Copies of website and advertising materials to reflect the revised phrases and claims; and 

h. Any additional information that the school believes will assist the Commission in determining the 

school’s compliance with accrediting standards. 

 

 

Probation Requirements: 

In cases where the Commission has reason to believe that a school is not in compliance with accreditation 

standards and other requirements, the Commission may, at its discretion, place a school on Probation. A 

school subject to a Probation Order must demonstrate corrective action and compliance with accrediting 

standards. Failure of the school to demonstrate compliance with accrediting standards or other 

accrediting requirements by the due date set forth herein may result in a withdrawal of accreditation 

action. 

 

The Commission will not consider substantive changes, a change of location/relocation, or additions (i.e., 

separate facilities, new programs) to a school or its separate facilities while the school is on Probation. 

However, a school that is subject to Probation may seek the Commission’s approval for the transfer of 

accreditation that would result from a change of ownership as described in Section IV, Rules of Process and 

Procedure, Standards of Accreditation. 
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In accordance with Section X, Rules of Process and Procedure, Standards of Accreditation, the reasons for 

the Probation Order is made public and provided to the U.S. Department of Education, appropriate State 

agencies, and appropriate accrediting agencies.  

 

In accordance with Section VII (L)(7), Rules of Process and Procedure, Standards of Accreditation, a school 

subject to a Probation Order must within seven days of receipt inform current and prospective students in 

writing that the school has been placed on Probation and where information regarding that action can be 

obtained from the Commission’s website.   

 
Teach-Out Plan Requirement: 

Given the serious nature of the issues outlined herein, the Commission directs the school to provide an 
Institutional Teach Out Plan Approval Form, which must be submitted as part of the response for the 
items listed above. 
 

Maximum Timeframe To Achieve Compliance: 

According to Section VII (M), Rules of Process and Procedures, Standards of Accreditation, where the 

Commission has found an area in which the school is out of compliance with accreditation standards or 

requirements, the period allotted to the school to remedy the noncompliance or cure the deficiency, together 

with the time for the Commission’s final decision, will not exceed the lesser of 150% of the length of the 

longest program offered at the school or three years unless there is good cause to extend the period for 

achieving compliance. Therefore, based on the school’s longest program of 12 months, the maximum 

timeframe allowed for AOA to achieve and demonstrate compliance with the Standards of Accreditation 

begins as of the date of this letter and ends September 2023. Please also be advised that the Commission 

is not required to allow the maximum time frame to remedy noncompliance in all instances and may 

establish shorter time frames as deemed appropriate, including taking immediate adverse action.  

 

Notification to Students: 

The school must within seven (7) days inform current and prospective students in writing that the school 

has been placed on Probation and that additional information regarding that action can be obtained from 

the Commission’s website (Section VII (L)(7) Rules of Process and Procedure, Standards of Accreditation). 

 

Response Requirements: 

By applying for accreditation, a school accepts the obligation to demonstrate continuous compliance with 

the Standards of Accreditation. While the Commission employs its own methods to determine a school’s 

compliance with accrediting standards, the burden rests with the school to establish that it is meeting the 

standards. The Commission’s deliberations and decisions are made on the basis of the written record and 

thus a school must supply the Commission with complete documentation of the school’s compliance with 

accrediting standards. 

 

AOA must provide a response to the items expressed above that provides the information requested along 

with any additional information that the school believes supports a demonstration of compliance with 

accrediting standards.4 If the school’s response contains documentation that includes personal or 

                                                           
4 ACCSC has issued two modules of the Blueprints for Success Series – Organizing an Effective Electronic Submission and 

Preparing a Comprehensive Response for Commission Consideration – which provide a framework for submitting a well-

documented, organized, electronic response for Commission consideration. ACCSC encourages the school to review these modules 

when formulating its response to this letter. More information is available in the Resources section at www.accsc.org.  






